
ArmorDeck 1



ArmorDeck 1
Turf protection system for stable event floors

Applications

The ArmorDeck 1 pedestrian flooring system is parti-

cularly suited for sports pitches and running tracks. 

This turf protection system offers outstanding pro-

tection, especially for sensitive surfaces such as 

natural or synthetic turf. With its quick deployment 

and easy removal, ArmorDeck 1 allows for the shor-

test possible duration of covers. 

Features

ArmorDeck 1 features a sand-blasted, non-slip, low-

profile surface. Multidirectional joints ensure even 

load distribution and prevent soil damage or com-

paction. Aeration holes and special channels provide 

light and oxygen to the covered turf while also drai-

ning away spills and high volumes of water.

Optional Extras

n   Ramp accessories ensure safe and smooth 

transitions to the subsurface

n   eps offers an optional range of underlays to 

protect the subsurface that can adapt to varying 

ground conditions

n   Transition products seamlessly connect ArmorDeck 1 

with other ground and turf protection systems

n   ArmorDeck 3, a heavy-duty, drivable, turf protection 

system, can be combined with ArmorDeck 1 to 

provide a visually contrasting, full-scope  

flooring system

n   Cable Protectors are available to safeguard 

equipment and audiences on the event floor

n   eps also offers CAD design to help expedite and 

optimize planning processes

Material: 

Dimensions
(l × w):

Weight: 

Transport:

Hardened polythene with UV stabilizer

External dimensions: approx. 115 × 115 cm 

(46 × 46 in)

H = approx. 5 cm (2 in)

Cover dimension: approx. 107 × 107 cm  

(43 × 43 in) = 1.14 m² (12.27 ft²)

Approx. 14.10 kg (43 lbs) / element

22 pallets à 40 elements per standard trailer

Approx. 1,003 m² (10,795 ft²)

www.eps.net
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01 ArmorDeck 1 features a non-slip surface, aeration 

holes, and special channels that provide light and 

oxygen to the turf while protecting it from leaking liquids |  

02 Ramps create barrier-free access to the flooring, 

which can be combined with heavy-duty systems |  

03 Multidirectional connections promote even load 

distribution, which is especially advantageous at inlet 

and outlet areas | 04 ArmorDeck 1 provides protection 

for sensitive stadium turf and running tracks
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WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE …


